MUSSOLINI SEES WORLD DRIVEN TOWARD FASCISM

Asserts Events Push On to Form New Order.

[Copyright: 1933: By the New York Times.]
ROME, June 4.—"The whole world is in revolution," Premier Mussolini said in an interview today. "Events themselves are a tremendous force, pushing us on like some implacable will. President Roosevelt's new plan for coordination of industry follows precisely the lines of Fascist cooperation.

"It is inevitable that the complex social and economic problems of today should force a new order—neither capital nor labor in control, but both in proper balance, with the state the guiding influence.

Says Dictatorships Inevitable.
"Dictatorships are inevitable. The best parliament cannot govern in a time like this. They represent only themselves. What would happen to a ship in a tempest if it were not directed by a single captain?
"Fascism is an invention resulting from the necessity for modern apparatus for government. I venture to say that the crisis the world suffers will never be resolved unless national governments are rationalized, renovated and made directly responsible.

"Another Congress!"
"How can you negotiate with a row of nine pins, always bobbing up and down?" he asked. "The difficulty with the world economic conference is that it will assemble 2,000 delegates. Another congress! Yet sometime, somehow we must succeed, because the profound questions today are international. Italy marches in its fashion. It feels itself. But neither this poor country nor the richest can march very far all alone.

Employees of Fox Valley Railroad Ask 10% Raise

Employees of the Aurora, Elgin and Fox River Valley railroad, which operates an interurban line in the Fox river valley and local bus and street car lines in Aurora and Elgin, voted unanimously in favor of asking a 10 per cent raise, officials of their union announced yesterday. The raise, union officials said, would make up about half of the pay cuts which the union members have had in the last 18 months.